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Maya Hieroglyphic Writing; An Introduction. Norman: signs are transcribed in capital letters: P AKAL, 'Pakal (name),
sbield'. Phonetic.

The foregoing difficulties, as well as others which await the student who would classify the Maya glyphs
according to form and appearance, have led the author to discard this method of classification as unsuited to
the purposes of an elementary work. Cumhu Uayeb The names of these 19 divisions of the year are given in
Table III in the order in which they follow one another; the twentieth day of one month was succeeded by the
first day of the next month. Translated from the German under the supervision of Charles P. The Calendar
Round, or day Period Before taking up the study of the Calendar Round let us briefly summarize the principal
points ascertained in the preceding pages concerning the Maya method of counting time. This communal idea
was carried to the chase, fifty or more men frequently going out together to hunt. For had the erection of the
monuments depended on the successive recurrences of some astronomical phenomenon, there would be
corresponding intervals between the dates of such monuments [9] the length of which would indicate the
identity of the determining phenomenon; and they would hardly have presented the same logical increase due
to the natural growth of a nation, which the accompanying diagram clearly sets forth. Emblem glyph consists
of three parts: The main sign which varies for each polity A prefix with dots attached to another sign. As the
new country waxed the old waned, so that by the end of the sixth century the rise of the one and the fall of the
other had occurred. The syllabic structure of the Maya language allows an ending consonant in a syllable.
Their music is described as having been sad, owing perhaps to the melancholy sound of the instruments which
produced it. In Francisco de Cordoba landed the first Spanish expedition [10] on the shores of Yucatan. These
two signs were associated with the image of a turkey. In addition to these calculations deities are assigned to
the several periods, and a host of mythological allusions are introduced, the significance of most of which is
now lost. The crossbones, dread emblem of death, decorate her skirt, and a writhing snake crowns her head.
And finally, it was the Twentieth Century immediately after midnight December 31, A. An important civil
position was that held by the ahholpop, in whose keeping was the tunkul, or wooden drum, used in
summoning people to the dances and public meetings, or as a tocsin in case of war. This error the Maya
obviated by using  These variants [ 25 ] are puzzling enough when the essential characteristics and meaning of
a glyph have been determined, but when both are unknown the problem is indeed knotty. That the glyphs are
ideographic, each representing in itself some complete thought or idea. And sometimes logograms are
accompanied by phonetic complements, phonetic signs that serve to clarify the reading of the logogram by
either spelling out the beginning or ending sound of the word. In other words, we count the time of day by
referring to passed periods and not current periods. He is to be distinguished further by his peculiar headdress.
His hieroglyph shows as its characteristic the line of black paint fig. Bureau of American Ethnology,
Washington, D. In the inscriptions, the verbs will be usually found immediately after dates. He kept these
assistants informed as to what was needed in the batab's house, as birds, game, fish, corn, honey, salt, and
cloth, which they supplied when called on. Memoirs Peabody Mus. Ancient jealousies and feuds, no longer
held in leash by the restraining hand of Mayapan, doubtless revived, and soon the land was rent with strife.
Another unpropitious deity was Ek Ahau, the Black Captain, also a war god, being represented fig. Ask pupils
to paint their own manuscript on what they did during the holidays and then tell the class as part of a
story-telling session. Structure of Maya Glyphs Very much like in our Latin-based writing system, words in
the ancient Maya script are composed of several signs associated together. The archaic Maya inscriptions.
Says Villagutierre lib.


